Antique wiring

Where conductors entered a wiring device such as a lamp or switch, or were pulled into a wall,
they were protected by flexible cloth insulating sleeving called loom. The first insulation was
asphalt-saturated cotton cloth, then rubber became common. Wire splices in such installations
were twisted together for good mechanical strength , then soldered and wrapped with rubber
insulating tape and friction tape asphalt saturated cloth , or made inside metal junction boxes.
Knob and tube wiring was eventually displaced from interior wiring systems because of the
high cost of installation compared with use of power cables, which combined both power
conductors of a circuit in one run and which later included grounding conductors. At present,
new knob and tube installations are permitted in the U. Ceramic knobs were cylindrical and
generally nailed directly into the wall studs or floor joists. Most had a circular groove running
around their circumference, although some were constructed in two pieces with pass-through
grooves on each side of the nail in the middle. A leather washer often cushioned the ceramic, to
reduce breakage during installation. By wrapping electrical wires around the knob, and securing
them with tie wires , the knob could be used to securely and permanently anchor the wire. The
knobs separated the wire from potentially combustible framework, facilitated changes in
direction, and ensured that wires were not subject to excessive tension. Because the wires were
suspended in air, they could dissipate heat well. Ceramic tubes were inserted into holes bored
in wall studs or floor joists, and the wires were directed through them. This kept the wires from
coming into contact with the wood framing members and from being compressed by the wood
as the house settled. Ceramic tubes were sometimes also used when wires crossed over each
other, for protection in case the upper wire were to break and fall on the lower conductor.
Ceramic cleats , which were block-shaped pieces, served a purpose similar to that of the knobs.
Not all knob and tube installations utilized cleats. Ceramic bushings protected each wire
entering a metal device box, when such an enclosure was used. Loom , a woven flexible
insulating sleeve, was slipped over insulated wire to provide additional protection whenever a
wire passed over or under another wire, when a wire entered a metal device enclosure, and in
other situations prescribed by code. Other ceramic pieces would typically be used as a junction
point between the wiring system proper, and the more flexible cloth-clad wiring found in light
fixtures or other permanent, hard-wired devices. When a generic power outlet was desired, the
wiring could run directly into the junction box through a tube of protective loom and a ceramic
bushing. Wiring devices such as light switches, receptacle outlets, and lamp sockets were
either surface-mounted, suspended, or flush-mounted within walls and ceilings. Only in the last
case were metal boxes always used to enclose the wiring and device. Wiring running through
tubes, and turning a corner supported by a knob. Notice the direct splice with more modern
s-era non-metallic sheathed cable. This type of connection is forbidden by the National
Electrical Code , and a junction box should have been used. By contrast, modern electrical
codes now require that all residential wiring connections be made only inside protective
enclosures, such as junction boxes, and that all connections must remain accessible for
inspection, troubleshooting, repair, or modification. However, electricians must be aware of this
older system, which is still present in many existing older electrical installations. The failure of a
neutral fuse would cut off power flow through the affected circuit, but the hot conductor could
still remain hot relative to ground , an unexpected and potentially hazardous situation. Because
of the presence of a neutral fuse, and in the event that it blew, the neutral conductor could not
be relied on to remain near ground potential; and, in fact, could be at full line potential via
transmission of voltage through a switched-on light bulb, for example. Modern electrical codes
generally do not require a neutral fuse. Instead, they explicitly forbid configurations that might
break continuity of the neutral conductor, unless all associated hot conductors are also
simultaneously disconnected for example, with ganged or "tied" circuit breakers. Modern wiring
methods assume two or more load-carrying conductors will lie very near each other, as for
instance in standard NM-2 cable. Although the actual wire covering may have degraded over the
decades, the porcelain standoffs have a nearly unlimited lifespan and will keep any bare wires
safely insulated. Today, porcelain standoffs are still commonly used with bare-wire electric
fencing for livestock, and such porcelain standoffs carry far higher voltage surges without risk
of shorting to ground. Historically, wiring installation requirements were less demanding in the
age of knob-and-tube wiring than today. Compared to modern electrical wiring standards, these
are the main technical shortcomings of knob-and-tube wiring methods:. Over time, the price of
electrician labor grew faster than the cost of materials. Knob-and-tube wiring can be made with
high current carrying capacity. However, most existing residential knob-and-tube installations,
dating to before , have fewer branch circuits than is desired today. While these installations
were adequate for the electrical loads at the time of installation, modern households use a
range and intensity of electrical equipment unforeseen at the time. Household power use
increased dramatically following World War II, due to the wide availability of new electrical

appliances and devices. First-generation wiring systems became susceptible to abuse by
homeowners who would replace blown fuses with fuses rated for higher current. This
overfusing of the circuits subjects wiring to higher levels of current and risks heat damage or
fire. Knob-and-tube wiring may also be damaged by building renovations. As a result, energy
efficiency upgrades that involve insulating previously uninsulated walls usually also require
replacement of the wiring in affected homes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Type of
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article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
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products, or services discussed at this website. How to evaluate the number of electrical
circuits in an older home. Photo guide to types of old building electrical wires. In this article
series we list common old building electrical wiring system safety concerns and we illustrate
types of old electrical wires and devices. This article series answers basic questions about
assessing and repairing the electrical service, capacity, wiring type, condition, and safety in
older homes. With the increase of electric lighting which today is used only to a very limited
extent as compared with its inevitable future use and the multiplication of wires, these dangers
which exist now in a thousand different parts of the city will be manifolded many times. Edison,
" The dangers of electric lighting",. These rusty looking "pipes" may be the last remnants of the
oldest and original electrical wiring used for underground electrical power distribution in the U.
We describe these electrical power cables and provide images of and links to early electrical
wiring and wire insulation methods in this article. While varying somewhat by area of the
country in the U. Proper identification of the type of electrical wire and wire insulation is useful
for those seeking to guess at the age of a building or of its electrical system, and in some
instances it is helpful in assessing the condition and safety of the building wiring system, such
as taking note of the presence of branch circuit solid conductor aluminum electrical wire that
has not been properly repaired - a fire hazard. A US CPSC study found that aging electrical
systems are a factor in the occurrence of electrical fires in homes, an observation confirmed
separately by Aronstein in explaining aluminum wiring hazards in what Aronstein calls the

"bathtub curve" that maps failure rates over time. Failures occur early in the wiring system life
due to original installation defects and then failures occur again at an increased rate late in the
installation's life as the wiring ages and as it has been exposed to the vagaries of use over
decades. This bathub curve of failure rates is illustrated. But Dini points out that " Dini Above:
two types of branch circuit electrical wire insulation are shown in our photo: braided fabric wire
insulation, probably cotton covered with wax or varnish, and newer plastic wire insulation. The
braided fabric wire insulation was found on a 's fluorescent light ballast, while the plastic wire
was used in the branch circuit wiring for the light where that ballast was employed. The old
style ballast and its wire could have dated from the 's. As you see in the photo above, typically
aluminum electrical branch circuit wiring was plastic-covered. Aluminum wiring has been
studied since about , and began appearing in homes in North American as early as Unless it has
been properly repaired or replaced, aluminum wiring in homes or other buildings is a serious
fire hazard. On by Sean - - Aluminum sheath under insulation on copper conductor wires. Pulled
this stufff out of a house. Couldn't get over how difficult it must have been to install. Aluminum
sheath, cloth covered copper. On by mod - Aluminum sheath, cloth covered copper, three wire
has loom and filler. Thanks Sean we'll add that to the collection of wiring types - it'll help other
readers - and I'll do some research to see what background I can find. It would be helpful to
know the country and city of the home where this was found as well as the age of the home and
whether or not there are any special environmental concerns that might have led to the use of
this wiring. Also we need to see the stripped back wire ends to show other readers that this is
copper wire in an aluminum sheath I suspect this was a form of pre-wired "conduit" using
semi-flexible aluminum tubing. I've included your photo and further comments and research in
the article above on this page. Solid but flexible metal conduit with rules about just how it may
be bent is using solid aluminum is one of several forms of pre-wired conduit that was probably
intended for use in hazardous areas. I've on occasion seen such industrial products used in the
construction of private homes, perhaps because the owner or builder had a line on some "free"
materials that fell off of the truck. So to speak. The photo above illustrates two generations of
metallic-sheathed armored cable or "BX" electrical wire. The larger diameter wider-wrapped
armored cable is probably Greenfield flexible steel armored cable, a wiring type patented in
Where does "BX" come from? The second version "B" was the more successful version that
was produced. The term "BX" stuck on later versions of flexible metal armored cable: the
smaller-diameter modern "BX" wire is in the left of the photo and connects to the left side of the
electrical box. Greenfield's original design used multiple strands of copper conductors,
typically twisted, and surrounded by a pitch-like insulating material like that we illustrate in
Edison's original underground electrical cables shown. My invention is directed particularly to
improvements in electric cables designed for ocean service, and has for its objects,. Below: an
early advertisement for Cres-Flex armored cable or "flexible metallic-sheathed" wire:. The
asbestos-insulated electrical wiring wire loom or "flexible conduit" shown above is discussed in
detail. Asbestos electrical wire insulation is reported by some websites as "common" but I
suspect its use was most-common in applications where extra heat resistance and fire safety
were a concern, such as theater wiring, electrical appliance wiring, aircraft wiring. Above:
varnished-cloth electrical wire on the ballast used in a fluorescent light fixture in a 's home built
in northern Minnesota. Metal and more recently plastic tubing are both used as conduit for
routing and protecting electrical wiring in a wide range of applications. Dini notes that the
earliest wire conduit material ca was made of wood moldings grooved to carry the conductors
and covered with a wooden cap. But you won't find that material today except perhaps in an
authentic or un-restored older building. Modern conduit is made of rigid metal that can be bent
into elbows, plastic that includes pre-bent elbows, and flexible metal and plastic ENT materials.
Electrical conduit is also sold in a flexible metal design that should not be confused with BX or
Greenfield armored cable: this flexible metal conduit looks like BX or armored cable but is sold
"empty". Below this section of flexible metal conduit was a left-over scrap that had had three
wires inserted through the protective cable. A bonding jumper must be installed in accordance
with NEC Section No angle connectors are permitted in concealed raceway installations. The
photograph of copper-clad aluminum electrical wire shows the wiring sheathing markings [click
to enlarge]. Unlike aluminum electrical wire used in branch circuits a fire hazard , copper-clad
aluminum wire performs about as well as copper wire and is considered safe for use in homes
provided of course that the wiring has been correctly installed. Photograph above provided by
and used with permission of Roger Hankey, a Minnesota home inspector. Watch out : where we
find zip cord electrical wiring it is important to see what other unsafe wiring practices that same
installer may have followed. Above the same do-it-yourself' er has left at least six, probably
more unsafe details at this electrical receptacle:. Below we show the front of this add-on
electrical receptacle. One thing is "correct" though: the installer used a two-prong receptacle

that excludes a third ground prong opening - as he should have done as the circuit does not
include a grounding conductor. The exterior insulation on cloth or fabric-insulated NMC
electrical wires are often black, silver, or white but may also be black or brown. The individual
conductors within the cable may be insulated in rubber or fabric-covered rubber or they may be
insulated by plastic in later wiring products. See details includeing the history of manufacturers
of fabric-insulated wire along with dates, trademarks, and identifying photographs of a number
of these cloth-insulated wire types. The earliest form of electrical wiring system in buildings in
the U. Both of these are shown in our photo below. Knob and tube wiring diminished in
popularity in North America by , but continued to be installed as new work in some locations
including New York until about This wiring as pre-existing or "old-work" electrical wiring, is still
described in the U. National Electrical Code in Article Plastic NMC began replacing both rubber
wire insulation and fabric-based wire insulation in the U. PVC here refers to plastics based on
polyvinyl chloride. Plastic or thermoplastic nonmetallic cable such asa that shown below, still
referred to by many electricians as "Romex" cable, has been in use since the 's and in the U.
But in some jurisdictions including some large cities, local electrical codes require metallic
armored cable. It's fair to say that rubber in a somewhat different form was the first electrical
wire insulating material, at least in the U. The object of my invention is to effectively insulate
wire, so that it will be waterproof and capable of being used in moist places and even under
water without detriment to its insulating qualities, and also fire-proof, so that if by accident the
wire becomes red-hot the insulating-covering will not be set on fire and burned, but only
oxidation will result, which will leave the wire pyro-insulated. The main feature of the invention
is the use as an insulating-covering of a mixture of rubber with an infusible material in the form
of a powder. But actually earlier electrical power cable and wiring insulation appeared as rope,
tarred fabric, and even wood. However the rubber insulated wire illustrated by Edison's patent
represented the first economical branch circuit conductor wire insulation approach that could
be mechanically and economically produced in high volume. More electrical generator
equipment dating from Edison's day and still on display at the Pratt Institute can be seen.
Above: This wire was a short section of extension cord that had been used to connect a
permanently-mounted fluorescent light fixture to power by plugging it into a wall-mounted
electrical receptacle. Below: this is a sample of plastic-insulated multi-strand electrical wire that
was encased in the rubber jacket shown above. When the light failed to operate the author, on
disassembly, found that the insulation on this wire was badly deteriorated, crumbling, and
unsafe. In our rubber and fabric wire insulation photo below you can see that inside the outer
rubber wire jacket these conductors were insulated by fabric-covered rubber. The wire shown
below combines the hot and neutral wires in an external rubber jacket. But the earliest electrical
wiring systems in the U. Sometimes you may find tinned-copper electrical wire in these older
conductors. Don't mistake tinned-copper for aluminum electrical wiring. Beneath the heavy
rubber exterior of the welder power cable we see a cloth fabric that might be an asbestos fabric
needed for extra heat resistance. Above: Above we're looking at the cut-end of what is most
likely a section of original DC or continuous current distribution cabling salvaged from a NYC
trench. The solid copper core was wrapped in rope to insulate it from the iron pipe and the
space between that cable and the surrounding iron pipe was filled with a pitch-like substance. In
theaters where electrical wiring is often temporary, we often find surprising and possibly unsafe
installations. The rubber-coated wires shown below were observed in a New York theatre and
looked better than what my brother-in-law Matt, a theatre electrician, could produce. Theater
fires are particularly dangerous as there is likely to be a crowd stampede to exits, poor lighting,
and lots of combustible materials. In my home town, Richmond VA, the Hippodrome theater,
opened in , caught fire in when I was just two so I'm not responsible. The fire was thought to
have been electrical in origin. The U. Older homes often have electrical receptacles and fixtures
that are ungrounded, and many local codes do not require that they be rewired so they're
grounded. Still, grounding is worth adding to your system because it adds protection against
electrical shock. Above we see both older fabric-covered electrical conductors and newer
plastic-insulated wires in an electrical panel. The bare copper wire that is nearly black was a
clue in tracking down a neutral and ground wiring failure at this building. Above the same
rubber-insulated electrical wire discussed earlier is also used to illustrate the dull silvery
colored metal wire observed where tinned copper electrical wiring is installed. It is not
aluminum and it is safe unless, as with any electrical wiring, it has been damaged in some
manner. Not all rubber insulated copper wire is plated, but if you suspect that the
silvery-colored wire is plated copper, it's easy enough to determine: with the wire disconnected
from any power source, scratch the silver colored surface of the rubber-insulated wire and
you'll see its red copper interior. There Aronstein describes plated-copper wire as:. Plated
copper wire [tinned copper wire] is relatively common in older homes, and it looks like

aluminum wire. It was commonly used with rubber-based insulation. Identification can be made
by careful inspection of a cut end of the wire. In general, plated copper wire would not be
present in nonmetallic sheathed cable "Romex" , it is most generally found in metallic sheathed
cable "BX". Cable of the "BX" type is not likely to contain aluminum wire. The heavy fabric braid
wires shown in the left of this photo may be mistaken for Wireduct, also referred to as
All-Weather Loom - shown below. It is not. This is a fabric- and rubber-insulated multi-strand
electrical wire. Wire-loom or all-weather loom was sold as a non-metallic flexible conduit for
protection of electrical wiring in buildings. The asbestos "wireloom" shown earlier on this page
may be an example of this product too, designed for improved flame resistance in theaters. You
may find wireduct or wire-loom on knob and tube electrical wiring systems as well as other
older building electrical wiring. In the unfortunate electrical wiring situation shown above, a
reader mailed us this photo of white probably-asbestos wire loom-wrapped electrical wires and
splices left exposed in the floor of her attic. We caution that with this sort of electrical work
visible, one must worry about what other work was done on the building by the same installer.
Wire Loom is still sold as a cabling protection sleeve made in its current form as a colored
nylon flexible slit corrugated tubing or as black polyethylene flexible tubing. This is an
asphalt-impregnated cotton wire loom typically used in automotive applications. Special thanks
to Minnesota home inspector Roger Hankey for assistance with material for this article. Hankey
has served in other ASHI professional and leadership roles. Hankey is a frequent contributor to
Inspect A Pedia. Electrical components in a building can easily cause an electrical shock, burn,
or even death. Even when a hot line switch is off, one terminal on the switch is still connected to
the power source. However it's possible that your outdoor light circuit does not include a
grounding conductor and if so, in my OPINION is unsafe and should be re-wired or at the very
least, protected by a GFCI breaker in the electrical panel. You'd use a VOM or DMM to confirm
the actual wiring of each of the wires you find including that both black and red are "hot"; You'd
cap off the un-used hot wire using a twist-on connector. Watch out: if you are not familiar with
safe and code compliant electrical wiring you could be shocked or killed. On by Bill. I am
replacing a security light on my built home. Dave, Having had extensive experience with
Auction House experts I can tell you that sadly too often they're not expert. In this case the
auction house expert is completely mistaken. Plastic insulated electrical wire has been in use in
the United States since That plastic cancellation may of course be any of several colors
including white black green or red. It will be harder than and have a different consistency then
rubber insulation. Rubber wire insulation is usually black or may be black with a white stripe.
The main feature is that it's considerably softer on its surface as well as throughout its
cross-section then would be plastic. Old rubber insulation will often be crumbly where plastic, if
it has not been overheated, will not. Your friend is welcome to contact us or send photos and
we can further discuss the matter if that would be helpful. I have a friend who is 92 years old,
who purchased a guitar from Leo Fender back in It was Leo's 6th guitar that he made himself in
his garage. He is now selling it. A auction house expert. Was plastic conduit available in ? How
can a person know if its plastic or perhaps rubber? Rick That's a common, modern multi-strand
copper wire under a 50A breaker; at 50A it's probably a 8 or 6 multi-stranded copper wire. Use
of such wire is perfectly correct and legal provided it's the right size for the amperage it carries.
I have attached a photo -above] of twisted copper wiring used in an apartment building. I have
never seen it before. Is it legal? Have there been any problems with it? I have attached a photo
of an electrical panel where I saw it. On y mod. Interesting question, Steven. I haven't seen big
red electrical boxes outside buildings - if you can attach a photo of one of these I can better
research an answer. Short of that we've nothing but guessing. Maybe you saw a fire safety
system or building electrical shutoff for fire fighters. Anon: Please find your photo and our
discussion of that ceramic connector, probably for lamps, now at. What year were these used as
a ceiling box for lights? On Art Please find your question and my detailed reply now near the
bottom of the article above on this page. You may need to clear or refresh your browser cache
to see the updated page. We welcome your further photos, comments, questions. On - by mod identify this lamp base or "ceiling light box"? Anon Thank you for the question and interesting
photo of an apparently antique porcelain electrical fixture connector. On by Anonymous - What
year were these used as a ceiling box for lights? On by mod - install a GFCI receptacle on a
2-wire basement circuit? Art Well you can install a GFCI and it'll work - sort-of - but it's also
going to have a ground connector opening; and we're now caught between a conflicting
requirements: Basement receptacles need to be GFCI protected; Un-grounded electrical boxes
can only properly support electrical receptacles that do not have a ground opening - though
your local inspector might permit instead a stamp or indicator NO GROUND OR you might run a
grounded wire to that location. NEVER rely on the metal jacket as the ground path. The ground
does not normally carry current but in a failure condition when it does the current should not be

flowing in that jacket - someone touching it can be shocked or killed. It's not just theory, I've
seen it happen. Thanks for your reply Yes, Art, you can install a 15A Receptacle on the circuit,
grounded, GFCI as you suggest; be sure that there's also a ground wire; don't rely on the metal
jacket of the armored cable for grounding. I have an unused 15A armored cable circuit that at
one time powered a now unused well house in basement. There is a single pole switch at the
end. Basement is unfinished, but I would like to add a dedicated outlet here to power a 12A
electric fireplace. We bought a house circa in Whittier, CA with old knob and tube that looks to
date to the construction of the house. Porcelain hammered insulators on the studs,, black fabric
wrapped cable around a now-brittle black rubber or plastic and a silver wire. Oily pitch-like
covered black sleeves going into switch boxes. I was trying to determine the likelihood of
asbestos as some of them need to be moved for modern switches. Steven Your local electrical
inspector is the legal authority on this question; but in general a homeowner isn't required to
bring homes up to current code until they are having new work or substantive repair work being
done. Be sure you have a thorough expert home inspection, as the chance that this is the only
cost or concern with this home is zero. Tom N. Try again to use the add-image button as, sorry,
I can't find your image. Please re-post the image if you can. Dwight: you can post a photo using
the "add image" button and then perhaps I can give a useful answer. On - by mod - use of
asbestos in mid-century and older electrical wire conduit. Here is some pertinent research
describing the use of asbestos as insulation in electrical conduit:. Here is what I hope is a better
pic of the other metal found near the pipe, but not attached If you find a better web article
commenting system or product I'd be glad to consider it. I can't make ouit what that
surrounding material is; perhaps a type of insulation. Kim, Thank you! I wish I could post more
than 1 pic at a time. On - by mod -. Kim, Small modern diameter fabric-wrapped copper wire in
metal conduit such as in your photos is probably ca Hi, we found this old electrical conduit in
our yard Can anyone put an age on this? I have lots of pictures, but I seem to only be able to
aedd one. I have an older house with an addition estimated to be circa I cannot find any earlier
versions of NEC. Thanks for the comment, Ken. Chuck: just to be clear, the wire size needed on
an electrical circuit is not based on how long or how much of the day the circuit is in use.
Rather the wire size is matched to the current ampacity permitted on the circuit. Often it is all
BX or all knob and tube. I have also seen a mix so anything is posable. It seems that more
affluent homes had BX. More modest homes seemed to have Knob and Tube. The Romex was
likely a later addition. I can understand you not finding gas light piping. Depending on the town
or location electric was available all day. Earlier times the electric was only on for some hours
of the day. I hope this helps. Have you heard of 16 AWG cloth covered romex in a 's home. I
found some that at first looks like knob and tube diameter wire. I found two conductors, white
and black plastic insulated. The conductor size is notably smaller than 14 AWG. Does not seem
to be thermostat wire as it is in a volt J box. Thank you for your help. Anyone know why this old
Gould v 60hz 0. It goes to a 2 speed switch I think and the brown and red wires connect to the
switch with the same colour wiring but then the yellow is left and the last wire on the switch is
black. I've seen three or four variations such as the Cres-Flex that was a more-narrow metal. So
yes, if we refer to the patent dates, armored cable was in use even before your house was built.
The electric box you showed was from Mine is very similar and let's say it could be a few years
older. Since no evidence of knob and tube wiring or gas lighting was found in the attic floor or
basement, is it possible that the BX with cloth wire inside was used to wire a newly constructed
house in New Jersey in ? My electrician also found BX wire spliced to the black tar Romex
inside a wall. Thanks in advance! I have a home in Maine, a ranch with amp breaker box service.
I have not been able to afford to have the kind of exploratory work done to find the problem, but
I did find some thing odd in a wall outlet the other night. It is mid circuit in a metal box in the
wood paneling by the brick chimney. The top of the box is clean, but the inside of the bottom
has some white corrosion. The lower hot and neutral pair are dark from age but also have green
corrosion where they wrap around the terminal screw, but the upper pair do not. I thought water
or perhaps mouse urine from the attic, but then the top outside of the box would be corroded
too, as would the top pair of hot and neutral wires. A simple circuit tester shows the wiring to be
double green correct. At some point the the upper hot must have touched somewhere because
there is a bright brass splash in the screw, and it has not darkened over time--it looks polished.
The inconsistencies make no sense to me but I hope they might to you, and maybe a solution to
my many thousands of dollars in power I have never used. Thank you for reading my lengthy
post--I can send pictures if that would help. Bruce E. Stand at the meter and watch the dial spin
rate or time it to be more accurate or on a digital meter note the number change rate per second
or 30 seconds. Start turning off circuits in the home. One or two of them will usually define the
main energy users in the home when you see the electric meter spin rate drop significantly.
Make a note of what appliances or in your theory current shorts to ground that are located on

that circuit and you've got a good idea who's using the juice. Typically these are air
conditioners, refrigerators, electric heaters. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post
a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Cites early electrical
patents by Edison, Sprague et als. Aronstein, J. IEEE, Aronstein, Jesse, and Wilfred E. Joint
with the 18th International Conference on Electrical Contacts, pp. The languages of Edison's
light. Dini, David A. Fabian, and J. Thomas Chapin. David Dini, Northbrook, Ill. Tel: 1. Dini us.
These papers on this subject can be downloaded for free. Edison, Thomas A. Patent ,, issued
March 15, Patent ,, issued October 21, Edison, Thomas Alva. Patent ,, issued January 27,
Greenfield, Edwin T. Patent ,, issued December 27, Hargadon, Andrew B. Abstract: This paper
considers the role of design, as the emergent arrangement of concrete details that embodies a
new idea, in mediating between innovations and established institutional fields as
entrepreneurs attempt to introduce change. Analysis of Thomas Edison's system of electric
lighting offers insights into how the grounded details of an innovation's design shape its
acceptance and ultimate impact. The notion of robust design is introduced to explain how
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